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PIVOT SEARCH BY SPONSOR
ACCESS FROM “FUNDING” PAGE

“Search by Sponsor” enables you to

• Search for opportunities by sponsor name
• Browse the sponsors listed in Pivot

Go to Pivot “Funding” Page
Click on “Search by sponsor”

Search for opportunities by sponsor name
or
Browse Pivot’s sponsor lists

For questions or support, contact ORSP at orsp@ohio.edu; 740.597.6777
PIVOT SEARCH BY SPONSOR
SEARCH BY SPONSOR NAME

Example: Search for sponsor name “justice”

Results: Returns a list of funding opportunities with sponsor names containing the word “justice”

For questions or support, contact ORSP at orsp@ohio.edu; 740.597.6777
PIVOT SEARCH BY SPONSOR
BROWSE PIVOT SPONSOR LISTS

Click on one of these links to enter the "Browse Sponsors" area of Pivot.

For questions or support, contact ORSP at orsp@ohio.edu; 740.597.6777
Hyperlinked sponsor names (shown in blue here) currently have opportunities listed.

Non-hyperlinked sponsor names (shown in black here) do not currently have opportunities listed.

Click on hyperlinked sponsor names to view a list of their funding opportunities.